Future Needs of RVR Survey

Of all of the facilities and programs available to you at RVR through your HOA
membership, which are most important to you? (Choose up to three)
Answer Choices

Responses

Children’s activities
Gym
Group Exercise Classes (TAC)
Hot Tubs
Lap Swim Lanes
Pools
Social Events
Tennis
Use of Ranch House common areas
Other __________
Other (please specify)

11.60%
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28.80%
17.60%
25.20%
51.60%
26.80%
19.60%
18.00%
0.00%
14.80%
Answered
Skipped

Of all of the facilities and programs
available to you at RVR through your
HOA membership, which are most
important to you? (Choose up to three)
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Other (please specify)
None
walking
Although not owned by the HOA, the golf course is an important draw.
I don't use any of the listed facilities either because I'm not interested or they are often too
crowded.
Playgrounds
The exercise paths encircling the entire property.
social gatherings
Golf course and restaurant facility
group exercise classes but not necessarily TAC
What about pickleball courts?
Our grandchildren use the pool when they visit for a week in the summer
Social events should be self supporting. I.e. stop spending dues money on parties...fix the
infrastructure and let parties be self funding
Golf
Pickle ball
Pedestrian trials and parks
We are part time, but really enjoy the sidewalks and streets for biking and walking the most.
Pickleball needed/ and golf
Don't like TAC. Prefer some of our other instructors like Anthony or Shelly or Faith
spin class (pre-covid)
pools when grand children visit
Would like to see pickle ball added
Would love to see pickleball courts (the fastest growing sport in the US)
I'd be fine giving all these things up to reduce dues, and allow people to live the outdoor
Carbondale lifestyle including parking trailers, etc. on thier own property
No sure why we are limited to 2 if I check other...I would also like to check GYM, hot tubs,
pools and tennis :)
Golf
We love walking our dogs at RVR
Golf

29
116
72
44
63
129
67
49
45
0
37
250
0

Being able to keep the acreage a golf course as it is today in excellent shape and beauty as
well as ability to work on the game on the range
Having access to convenient and affordable golf on a great course.
golf even though it is idependant
Golf course
Proximity to golf course
Maintenance of common grounds and facilities at a high level, per item 3.
sidewalks

Ranch house is no longer properly sized for social events for the community. Social events
should be simpler to allow more homeowners to attend as in bring a picnic vs offering of food
and requiring reservations. Run it more like the concert series at redstone. It’s just too
crowded for many years and that was before covid.
Exercise classes like yoga , Tai Chi and Pilates not TAC
We need an RVR residents only dog park

